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About us

We Make Your Business Smarter with Artificial Intelligence

The intersection of crypto currency and AI presents various opportunities and challenges.
While it offers innovative solutions to long-standing problems, it also raises concerns
related to security, regulation, and ethical considerations. As both fields continue to
evolve, it's likely that we'll see more developments at the intersection of crypto currency
and AI.

We offers innovative solutions to long-standing problems, it also raises concerns related to 
security, regulation, and ethical considerations.



Crypto Currency

Crypto currency is a type of digital or virtual currency that uses cryptography for security
and operates on decentralized networks based on blockchain technology. Unlike
traditional currencies issued by governments (fiat currencies), cryptocurrencies are
typically not controlled by any central authority, such as a government or financial
institution.

Blockchain Technology: Most cryptocurrencies operate
on a technology called blockchain, which is a
distributed ledger that records all transactions across a
network of computers. This technology ensures
transparency, security, and decentralization.

Decentralization: Cryptocurrencies operate on a 
decentralized network of computers, meaning there is no 
single point of control or authority. This decentralization is 
often seen as a key feature, as it reduces the risk of 
censorship and interference.



Crypto Currency

Mining: Some cryptocurrencies use a process called
mining, where powerful computers solve complex
mathematical problems to validate transactions on the
network and, in the case of proof-of-work systems, to
add new blocks to the blockchain.

Wallets: Cryptocurrency wallets are digital tools that
allow users to store and manage their
cryptocurrencies. Wallets can be software-based
(online, desktop, or mobile) or hardware-based
(physical devices).

Cryptography: Cryptocurrencies use cryptographic
techniques to secure transactions and control the
creation of new units. Public and private keys are
used to facilitate secure transactions between
parties

Bitcoin: Bitcoin, created in 2009 by an unknown
person or group using the pseudonym Satoshi
Nakamoto, was the first cryptocurrency. It
remains the most well-known and valuable
cryptocurrency by market capitalization.



BSC (Binance Smart Chain)

The acronym "BEP" is often associated with the Binance Smart Chain (BSC), which is a
blockchain network that runs parallel to Binance Chain. Binance Smart Chain introduced the
BEP-20 token standard.

BEP-20 is a token standard on Binance Smart Chain, similar to Ethereum's ERC-20 standard. It
defines a set of rules that a token must follow to be accepted on the Binance Smart Chain.
BEP-20 tokens can be easily created and exchanged on the Binance Smart Chain, and they are
commonly used for various decentralized applications (DApps) and projects within the Binance
ecosystem.



Why BSC

Transaction Speed and Cost:
BEP-20 (Binance Smart Chain): Binance Smart Chain is known for its faster block times and
lower transaction fees compared to Ethereum. This can be advantageous for projects that
require quick and cost-effective transactions.

Security:
BEP-20 (Binance Smart Chain): The security implications of the DPoS consensus mechanism are
a topic of discussion within the crypto community. Some argue that it might introduce a higher
level of centralization and potential vulnerabilities.

Decentralization:
BEP-20 (Binance Smart Chain): Binance Smart Chain operates with a delegated proof-of-
stake (DPoS) consensus mechanism, which involves a set of validators chosen by the
network. Some argue that this mechanism introduces a level of centralization compared
to Ethereum's proof-of-stake (PoS) and future Ethereum 2.0 plans.



EYE Token
Contract Address : 

0xf2941180F4011f990241fAcd685113442D3f8749



We are ahead

Blockchain uses decentralized and

distributed ledger technology to

record transactions securely.

AI-driven trading bots can adapt to

changing market conditions and

make decisions based on complex

algorithms.

There are projects exploring the

combination of decentralized

technologies (like blockchain) with

AI.

Cryptocurrencies and tokens can be

used to facilitate transactions and

payments for AI services.
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Artifical Intelligence
Our Cryptocurrency uses AI to generate bots to get most out 

the industry.



We are ahead

AI-driven trading bots use

sophisticated algorithms to

analyze market data, identify

trends, and execute trades

automatically.

Some projects are developing

decentralized AI marketplaces

where individuals can buy and

sell AI services using crypto

currencies.
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We are ahead

Sentiment analysis tools use

natural language processing

(NLP) algorithms to analyze

social media, news articles,

and other textual data to gauge

the sentiment surrounding a

particular crypto currency.

EAI is used to analyze

historical price data and other

relevant market indicators to

make predictions about future

price movements.
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Our Plan

other than direct income you

will get the ROI on ROI by your

associates.

Your investment will give you a

regular return

You will earn extra by referring

more associates.

You will be rewared for your

business added to the

company.
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Staking Investment
01

You will get high returns on your investments based as per the 

below illustration

Investment Return Period

$99, $222, $555 8% 20 Months

$1111, $2222, $3333 9% 20 Months

$4444, $5555, $11111 10% 20 Months



Direct Income
02

You will earn for every investment made by you direct Associates. 

Total 10 Level will be given as per the table

Levels Return

1 7%

2 3%

3 2%

4 1%

5-10 0.75%



ROI on ROI
03
You will also earn ROI on the ROI received by Direct Associate upto 25 Levels 

Levels Return

1 10%

2 7%

3 5%

4 3%

5-7 2%

8-15 1%

16-25 0.75%



Reward
04

Your direct associates business will be converted into 3 legs 

and based on that reward is calculated



Terms and Conditions

• Admin charges of 10% is applied on closing.

• Closing monthly.



Thanks!

Do you have any questions?

support@eyetokens.com

www.eyetokens.com

mailto:support@eyetokens.com

